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DIMENSIONS

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Professional installation
We recommend that our products are fitted by 
a fully qualified professional. A tester should be 
used to ensure there are no hidden pipes or 
electrical cables where the product is to 
be mounted.

Wall fixings
The screws and wall plugs provided are suitable 
for most brick walls. However, if the wall is 
constructed of plasterboard or soft building 
block the appropriate fixings should be used.
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INSTALLATION

1 Place the grab bar on to the mounting surface.
2 Where applicable, use a spirit level to ensure 

the grab bar is correctly orientated. Mark the 
hole positions on the mounting surface.

3 Drill holes using a suitably sized drill bit for the 
wall plugs supplied. If alternate fixings are to 
be used then drill holes to suit these fixings.

4 Insert the wall plugs into the holes.
5 Secure the grab bar using screws.
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